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DUE TO CERTAIN ADDITIVES IN WATER.
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4« Summary of Results:
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1.0$ J2FP Guar H
0.5ft J2FP Guar I
0.5$ J2SP Guar H
0.25$ J2FP Guar I
0.25$ J27P Guar H
0.125$ J2FP Guar I

0.79$ Folyox 301
0.50# Podyox 301

0.25# Polyox 301

Percent
l/i" '

26,0(4}
15.5(4)

12.5(5)
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IIOTES:

1. The numbers In parentha
the results.

2. In the Guar U solutSxau

going Into solution.

after of observations use

dded to the guar to facij

of Results; The results pi5. Accuracy of
the simple arithmetic neon of the total number of observations. Bo attempt haf
been made to determine standard deviations, probable accuracies, etc. In genei
for a given set of observations there was little deviation, and It Is felt thai
conservative estimate of the accuracy of velocity Measurements In those trials
where five or more observations were node Is + 4$.

(TO check the apparatus, and to see hov close the average velocity asm
sot would correspond to the actual velocity at a point, six drops in air were
mode. The average measured velocity for these drops after 3*0ift* of fall was
13*85 ft/sec., vbereas the calculated velocity using v - (2gh)? vas 13.88 ft/a*

6. General Elscuaslont A question that Is yet unresolved concerns the
repeatability of results frost one solution to another. From the two guar '*bat<

tested, It Is evident that the drag reduction jbenomenom existed for each. Hov
ever, since the drag reduction varied between batches by up to five percent,
further experimental work would be required to resolve whether this variance «
he reduced by standardising mixing proeeduree.

Since the iiinnit o'.

led to aid mixing, there i
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vicn In the results could 1

Prca observing the

additive the Guar solntionj

the corresponding Polycx s<

was required to achieve th<

nlsm of this drag reductla

la analyzing the &
that some oide vail affect
values of drag coefficient

tested In the BXDRAT device to see j

letermlned*

Lnticna tested, for any given eoncsnl

ire noticeably less fluid (i.e., "thl

ilea. In that a greater concentrate

use degree of drag reduction, perhapi

jvoIvqg the dampening of disteucbancei

obtained from trials in water it is

ire present. ftais conolnslon follow

Gained for the various sixed halls*

Sphere aieaaefcer:

Drag Coefficient:

1- 3A"
0.€h 0.57

9/16"

0.52

1/2"

0.*9

She accepted value for the drag ooefficie
diameter to ball diameter increased, the acoepl

ixed. It is felt that since the density of the

y that of vater, the pressure gradient should 1

0.1*7. As the ratio of to

valne vas definitely as
fluids tested vas essen
similar, and to a first

vould be the sana for both fluids. With this

reduction determined should be quite accurate.

7. oanclnflion; From the results of these experiments, the

Aym^'TmByr*irin ph.- so for cjbarically shaded fi^j^U Cm
tires has been shovn. Mare detailed studies vould have to 1

ascertain the nature of the mechanism involved.

rioa, the values of drag
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Df/?i\/Ar/OM of Formolas Used

Si//??ibo/s

IV - IVe/g/?/ of sphere a 'A<cce/en-'//jr? a.

B~ Buoyc//?r "force on sphere fo jr-#y/ //

F~ A/ef force on s/here - k/-B

at ~ Ve/oct/y

A ' ZW? consfart/' ofpropor//osia//y

C& - (Sc?etf'C/es)T of c/raq

A ~ {rvss-S&c//0ia/ *re# of sphere

P - De/1Ss/y of f/w'c/

rjL - OJS'/&/?<:£ of f*//

(/)// t//?//s //? ft~/b-sec s/sfe/rtj

)f?0/i? F=/r?4j

/at

or h = ^^ J» (*-*-£) + (S (c~j/+»/ F * *)

Se//^? /Tzp wAe„ 4*0 => C*£&&(-£)

So/y;/jy for at I
/

> /I/" g^*gy
A/o/e' Tef/r?/s?#/ l/e/ocSr/ - 7^^





/\ Copseryg/fii/e Approx/waT/or? for Draa /Reauc/s#s?

(/Isst//nes ifer/v/spa/ ve/oc/f/ A#s /Seer? rexcAec/ //? />cM

Prac/ force: = F = zAtfG"- 1

F _ F
^ Iff <q i»? ri,i
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